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A RECORD BREAKING NUMBER OF FIRST WAVE SYSTEMS
WERE SHIPPED TO VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN JULY
July has been a busy month for the LWR production team as a record number of First Wave
systems have left the LWR Innovation Center enroute to multiple locations in the US! These
award-winning systems will provide dairy powered anaerobic digester facilities with the
ability to both transform manure into a high impact feedstock to supercharge the production
of renewable natural gas, and to process digestate to optimize nutrient application. As the
market leader in nutrient recovery, we now have systems operating across 12 states with
another exciting announcement on the horizon! Any idea where we’re headed next?!

KARLEIGH’S KORNER
Over the next few weeks I will be
virtually attending the
Sustainable Agronomy
Conference hosted by the
American Society of Agronomy.
The conference is focused on
Utilizing Precision Agriculture for
Sustainable Crop Management,
Building Soil Health with 4R
Nutrient Management, Enhancing
Sustainability through On-farm
Research and Metrics and Exploring
the Present and Future of Carbon
and Ecosystem Services Markets.

LWR JOINS VANGUARD
RENEWABLES AT TYSON FOOD’S
INAUGURAL DEMO DAY AS THEY
PUT THE FOCUS ON
SUSTAINABILITY

At LWR we strongly believe that our
specialized focus on nutrients and
agronomy is an important
component to managing manure
effectively. Studying these topics
will help me better assist you with
your nutrient management while
helping to create exciting value
proposition from manure ‘waste’!
What topic mentioned above is
most interesting to you this growing
season? My guess is that it’s a little
bit of all of them. Stay tuned to the
edition of Fast Facts where I will
share some of my learnings!

LWR and Vanguard Renewables were selected from a pool of 120 applicants to
share technologies that increase the resilience of Tyson Foods’ supply chain while
helping them achieve their sustainability goals.
Following an in-depth evaluation by a team of Tyson Foods’ senior leadership and
Ventures Innovation Partners, LWR was selected for this opportunity based on their
alignment with Tyson Ventures’ investment strategy and their ability to help Tyson
Foods achieve their sustainability goals.
The event presented an opportunity for 20 sustainability entrepreneurs to pitch
their solutions to a panel of Tyson Foods’ senior leadership group and Ventures
Innovation Partners. “This effort is surfacing the best and brightest innovations to
tackle complex industry challenges,” said John R. Tyson, EVP, and chief
sustainability officer of Tyson Foods. “We’re excited about the promise each startup brings to create a comprehensive approach to sustainable food production.”
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CLICK HERE for the full press release.

Announces acquisition of:

Until Next Time, Calgary Stampede!

Congratulations to Vanguard Renewables, a U.S. leader in
organics-to-renewable energy, who announced earlier this month
that a fund managed by BlackRock Real Assets has acquired the
company from Vision Ridge Partners. Not only is this incredible
news for the company, but it is BIG news for the future of manure
and evidence of the growing excitement around manure projects!

We had a BLAST celebrating the Greatest
Outdoor Show on Earth this month with our
partners at Startec. What’s your favorite memory
from the Calgary Stampede?
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The Pork Industry is
Contributing $57 Billion to
U.S. GDP

We Would Love for You
to Join Our Team!
We are actively recruiting for 5 positions
to join our diverse, close-knit team at
LWR. Our workplace encourages
autonomy, delivers empowerment,
and offers opportunities for growth!

Latest economic report from NPPC
highlights the significance of
America’s pig farmer’s contributions
to agriculture and the U.S. economy:
1. The pork industry supports
613,823 direct and indirect jobs
in the U.S.
2. The average inventory of hogs
per farm has increased from 490
to 1,089
3. The pork industry generates
significant economic activity
through its purchase of inputs.

For more highlights, visit here!
LWR’s PLANT system has been chosen
by the Solar Impulse Foundation as
one of 50 clean technologies needed
to reduce waste and protect the
environment in France!

RNG is
Decarbonizing
Canadian Transit
CUTRIC released a report on
switching compressed natural
gas (CNG) buses to renewable
natural gas (RNG). The switch
to RNG is cleaner and more
economical than battery
electric buses and fuel cell
electric buses!

Fun Ways We’re Staying
Sustainable this Summer!

We are Official Supporters!

This month we became official
supporters of Pathways to Dairy Net
Zero! We are proud to aid in the
acceleration of climate change action
within the global dairy sector.

Eating ice cream as a way to stay
sustainable? Sign me up!
For more tips on staying
eco-friendly and boosting the fun
this summer, click HERE to visit
our Instagram!

Heat Stress Costs the
U.S. Dairy Industry
$1.7 Billion Annually
Are you looking for ways
to battle the Midwest heat
wave? Dairy Herd provides
5 TIPS to reduce the
risk of heat stress in
dairy cows!

To learn more CLICK HERE

Data Confirms a Decrease in
Ag’s Carbon Footprint
Agriculture makes up only 11.2% of
The United States' total carbon
contribution, but new data has
surfaced that shows that there has
been a decrease of 29 million metric
tons of CO2 from 2019 to 2020.
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Connect with us today!
: @lwr_inc
: @lwr_inc
: Livestock Water Recycling
: (403) 203-4972

